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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Grand Central Communications offers a private Web Services network 
that can connect multiple business partners over the Internet in a 
standards-based, loosely coupled fashion. Similar to the EDI value-
added networks from earlier generations, Grand Central offers 
connectivity, security, and reliability to its participating customers. 
However, the similarity ends there. By leveraging the full power of Web 
Services and Service orientation, Grand Central enables multiple 
participants to connect with each other in a secure, easy to configure, 
easy to maintain fashion. 
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Much More than a VANMuch More than a VANMuch More than a VANMuch More than a VAN    

Grand Central Communications’ Web Services Network is a network-based service—
essentially, a cross-organization Internet-based network that is delivered as a subscription 
service. The goal of the Network is to free the enterprise from the operational burden of 
building and managing the infrastructure required to support cross-enterprise integration. It 
provides such message-based integration features as security, messaging, orchestration and 
monitoring. Grand Central serves as a piece of the integration puzzle connecting many 
different kinds of applications. 

Grand Central supports businesses of different sizes both in simple one-to-one and complex 
many-to-many scenarios. The key to Grand Central’s approach is to remove the requirement 
of having infrastructure behind the participants’ firewalls, and instead moving to an 
outsourced model. Grand Central offers all of its infrastructure functions as Web Services, 
completely hiding the underlying architecture from the user. Grand Central is targeting their 
services at Fortune 1000 organizations (especially financial services companies), small and 
medium-sized enterprises, application service providers, and business service providers. 

The Web Services Network is somewhat reminiscent of the value-added networks (VANs) that 
connected companies in the EDI days, but there are several important differences: 

! Grand Central provides a loosely-coupled framework – the network leverages the loosely 
coupled nature of Web Services to make it possible for participating companies to change 
their interfaces without breaking the connections to the Network, while simultaneously 
lowering their cost of integration 

! Grand Central provides a shared infrastructure – While EDI VANs are strictly point-to-
point, store and forward networks, the Grand Central Network can connect multiple 
companies in either a synchronous or asynchronous fashion, depending upon the needs 
of the participants. 

! Standards support – because all interfaces to the Grand Central Network are Web 
Services interfaces, companies need not have any proprietary software to connect, 
widening the choice of available integration end points. 

This combination of Service-oriented features allows Grand Central’s Web Services Network 
to provide a framework for companies to establish trusted connections with all of their 
partners including distributors, resellers, and customers in this shortest time-to-market and 
with the low cost. The Network mediates the differences among partners’ connection 
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Thank you for reading ZapThink research! ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted 
advice and critical insight into XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of 
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methods, offers guaranteed quality of service levels, and provides orchestrated chains of 
events across several partners, acting as a real-time service broker. 

Key Vertical for the Grand Central Web Services Network: Financial Key Vertical for the Grand Central Web Services Network: Financial Key Vertical for the Grand Central Web Services Network: Financial Key Vertical for the Grand Central Web Services Network: Financial 
ServicesServicesServicesServices    

While Grand Central has been gaining traction in a few verticals like manufacturing, its most 
successful penetration has been in the financial services industry. Grand Central provides 
integration solutions to financial services providers (FSPs) that allow providers to maintain 
control over systems while enabling secure delivery of data via Grand Central’s Network. 
Grand Central’s customers can thus integrate systems with both external parties and 
distributed branch locations for many applications, including risk management, mortgage 
processing, treasury management, and account management. As a result, financial services 
firms can incorporate third party services such as equity research into their offerings without 
exposing their internal networks.  

FSPs can also use the Web Services Network for critical distribution and supplier 
communication functions, including the following applications: 

! Research aggregation – Research and risk management teams can aggregate content 
from disparate sources by accessing the content in a non-intrusive and secure way via 
the Network.  

! Research distribution – Customers can distribute high-value content such as analyst 
reports electronically through the Network with guaranteed delivery, security and 
centralized visibility. The Network’s loosely-coupled architecture allows providers to 
deliver data directly into the customer’s system. 

! Reporting compliance – The Network can transform financial reports into different 
financial services data formats such as the eXtensible Business Reporting Language 
(XBRL). 

The ZapThinThe ZapThinThe ZapThinThe ZapThink Takek Takek Takek Take    

After a period of struggling with explaining their value proposition, Grand Central has gained 
significant traction, and has become an early leader in this admittedly emerging, niche market 
segment. Nevertheless, the value proposition of the private Web Services network is 
becoming clear to many companies, and Grand Central appears to be a survivor. 

It is interesting to note, however, that few companies compete directly with Grand Central. 
Slam Dunk Networks appears to be out of business, and Flamenco Networks is focusing on 
an enterprise software approach as opposed to a private network solution. VAN companies 
like Sterling Commerce have been Web Service-enabling their offerings, but EDI is taking a 
somewhat different direction. Instead of building Web Services VANs, the EDI industry is 
moving toward EDI over the internet, with new specifications like AS1 (EDI via SMTP, the 
email protocol) and AS2 (secure EDI via HTTP, the Web protocol). Therefore, it appears that 
Grand Central and the EDI VANs are continuing to offer different solutions to different 
customers. 

Also, in many ways the Web Services Network market segment and the Web Services 
Management market segment overlap. Companies such as Flamenco Networks offer Web 
Services management applications that can optionally be purchased as a managed service, 
and so this positions them as providing solutions competitive with Grand Central’s Network 
approach. While Grand Central does offer many of the same capabilities as several WSM 
applications currently coming to market, Grand Central focuses exclusively on the 
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connections among companies, while most WSM applications center on internal management 
tasks. The Grand Central Network can easily interface with internal WSM applications at their 
customers, which is in fact a recommended configuration. 

 
Profile: Grand Central CommunicationsProfile: Grand Central CommunicationsProfile: Grand Central CommunicationsProfile: Grand Central Communications  (January 2003)    
Date Founded: 2000 
Funding:  

Largest Institutional Investor: Benchmark Capital 
Strategic Investors: Cargill, Inc. Eastman Chemical 

CEO: Craig Donato 
Employees: 50 
Product: 

Grand Central Communications’ Web Services Network 
Address: 

50 Fremont Street, 16th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94105 

URL: http://www.grandcentral.com 
Main Phone: 415-344-3200 
Contact: sales@grandcentral.com 
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AboutAboutAboutAbout ZapThink, LLC ZapThink, LLC ZapThink, LLC ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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